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It’s hard to encompass in a few words what I am looking for when I buy for my collection or what I
recommend to my clients. There’s never a specific set of criteria. New artists, new media, new ideas—
what I do requires an open mind, constant research and observation, gallery and studio visits . . . it’s
never-ending and always-changing and that’s why I love it so much.
Other than being guided by my own intuition, I look for art that has an aesthetic value and whose
concept and execution brings something worth paying for. Historical and cultural references are
important to me and they are usually helpful to understand a particular artwork. I also look at artists
that are part of a community of other artists (not that a loner isn’t welcome in my world, too), but
more and more I’m interested in seeing what could come out of artists who hang out together and
their exchanges, or if it’s a particular school that will take a name and a shape 50 years from now
when art historians look back at how one may influence the work of another. Livability is obviously
very important: Will it stay with me? Will my clients keep it or send it to storage, or worse, get rid of
it at auction?
There are other factors that play a role for me specifically but they don’t necessarily taint decisions
I make on behalf of a client: I love an artist who is nice, fun, engaging, and can carry a conversation
(yes, even shy artists can carry a conversation). Those who take a sacrosanct approach to what they
do and those who have a larger-than-life attitude looking down on others don’t register well on my
radar, regardless of how good their art is.
I can’t predict if these artists will be considered eminences centuries from now, and I don’t write
algorithms like ArtRank. I do, however, have an eye for things that are beautiful, moving, powerful,
and well-made.
While it’s impossible to encapsulate here all the artists I like, love, and worship, I chose 15 young
artists that I think are priced correctly, and represented by nice people from good galleries.

Is That the End?, 2015, Oil-based enamel and plaster on panel, 57 1/2 x 50 1/2 inches

MATTHEW PALLADINO
One of the things that I like about Palladino’s work (besides his gorgeous compositions and his wellaccomplished color palette) is that he really has to put work and time into making his trademark wallmounted relief paintings. He casts the plaster figurines that emerge from the background in his own
studio using a vacuum-forming machine that requires a lot of physical effort. He then paints each one
individually to perfection.

